
Arvind Borde / PHY17, Week 1: Introduction, Newton’s laws

§1.1 Introduction

(1) We’ll be studying mechanics. What’s that?

The study of motion, forces and energy.

Mechanics has two components:

1) Kinematics:

Description of motion: how things move.

2) Dynamics.

Causes of motion: why things move.
1

We’ll initially study objects moving along lines, ig-

noring any internal motion: translational motion.

2

We treat these objects as if they were single points

with no size or internal structure, and we call them

point particles.

This is obviously an approximation , but it’s

worked extraordinarily well.

The mechanics we’ll study is “classical” – as op-

posed to relativistic or quantum. We’ll see what

this means as we go along.3

We have very precise knowledge of the locations,

movements, etc., of astronomical bodies – such

as planets, (which are huge and have a complex

internal structure) – simply by treating them as

point particles.

We send spacecraft out to do precise things (land

at exact locations, for example) based largely on

this approximation
4

§1.2 Reference Frames

Positions and motions must be described with re-

spect to a reference frame . It makes no sense

to say your position is two feet, unless you say

two feet from what .

(2) New York is ∼ 200 miles from

a) Boston?

b) Beijing?

c) Buenos Aires?5

It make no sense to say you are traveling at 60 mph

unless you say with respect to what.

You’re loitering on the street, as usual, and car A

flashes by at 60 mph, as measured by you.

(3) Car B passes you at 30 mph. What’s the speed

of car A as measured by car B? 30 mph

(4) Car C passes you at 90 mph. What’s the speed

of car A as measured by car C? −30 mph
6
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We’ll use standard coordinate systems as our ref-

erence frames. In 2-d, these are our familiar x-y

plots:

7

In 3-d we have x-y-z plots.

8

§1.3 Vectors

We’ll distinguish between quantities that only have

magnitude (size), called scalars , and those

with magnitude and direction, called vectors .

We’ll put an arrow on the top of something to

indicate it’s a vector; all others are scalars.

Vector: ~V Scalar: S.

9

(5) Which of these is a vector (~V ) and which a

scalar (S)?

◦ Mass: S

◦ Force: ~V

◦ Temperature: S

10

§1.3.1 Vector components Vectors can be discussed

abstractly, as elements of a “vector space,” but a

concrete representation via components in a coor-

dinate system is more convenient in physics.
y

Vx
~V

Vy x11

We write this as

~V = (Vx, Vy)

even though this is not entirely precise notation.

In the same imprecise spirit, a 3-d vector is written

as

~V = (Vx, Vy, Vz)

12
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§1.3.2 The size/length (“norm”) of a vector

We define the length of a vector ~V = (Vx, Vy, Vz)

as

A unit vector is a vector of length 1 .

13

§1.3.3 Position vectors The first quantity we need

in a description of motion is the position of

an object relative to some chosen reference frame.

14

In the previous diagram, ~r is the vector that rep-

resents the position of the point P in the chosen

reference frame.

Let x̂, ŷ, and ẑ be unit vectors in the x, y, and z

directions respectively. Then we can write

~r =

or, more loosely

~r = (x, y, z).
15

In order to use the summation symbol, Σ, it’s more

convenient to number axes, not use x, y, z. (Num-

bering also allows extensions to higher dimensions

in more advanced work.) We’ll often use

ê1 = x̂, ê2 = ŷ, ê3 = ẑ

as our unit vectors, and (r1, r2, r3) as the compo-

nents of the position vector ~r , in place of (x, y, z).16

(6) Write the position vector ~r in terms of {ri}
and {êi}, both expanded and with the summation

symbol.

~r =

=

17

§1.3.4 Other vectors Other vector quantities such

as velocity, ~v , and acceleration, ~a , are written

similarly (all symbols have obvious meanings):

~v = vxx̂ + vyŷ + vzẑ

≡ v1ê1 + v2ê2 + v3ê3 =
3∑

i=1

viêi

~a =

≡
18
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§1.4 Vector Operations

§1.4.1 Addition & subtraction

We add/subtract vectors by components.

If ~r = (r1, r2, r3) and ~s = (s1, s2, s3) are two

vectors, then

~r ± ~s = ( ).

For example, that’s how we get the resultant force

when two or more forces act on an object.19

§1.4.2 Scalar multiplication This is one of three

kinds of multiplications involving vectors. The

other two are products of vectors with vectors; this

one is a product of a vector ~r and a scalar c:

c ~r = ( ).

c~r is a vector that points in the same direction as

r (c > 0), or opposite (c < 0), and is |c| times as

long.20

§1.4.3 Dot product This is a product of two vec-

tors, ~r and ~s , that gives a scalar as an answer

(it’s also called the “scalar product”):

~r · ~s =

=

21

(7) What’s ~r · ~r ?

(8) What’s the relation between r = |~r | and ~r ·~r ?

22

Now, two vectors, ~r and ~s , in 3-d space define a

plane . If the θ is the angle between the

vectors in that plane, it can be shown that

~r · ~s = .

The dot product will be used, for example, when

we define the work, dW , done by a force, ~F , as it

moves an object through a displacement d~r :

dW = ~F · d~r23

§1.4.4 Cross product This is a product of two vec-

tors, ~r and ~s , that gives a vector as an answer

(it’s also called the “vector product”):

~r × ~s = (r2s3 − r3s2, r3s1 − r1s3, r1s2 − r2s1)

Equivalently, using determinants,

~r × ~s =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ê1 ê2 ê3

r1 r2 r3

s1 s2 s3

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
24
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If, again, θ is the angle between ~r and ~s in the

plane defined by them, then

|~r × ~s | = rs sin θ.

The direction of ~r ×~s , is given by the “right-hand

rule” when you turn from ~r to ~s .

The cross product is used, for example, in rota-

tional motion when we define torque:

~Γ = ~r × ~F .25

§1.5 Vector Calculus: Introduction

Let ~r (t) be a time dependent vector. Let t be

some time, and t + ∆t some slightly later time.

Define

∆~r ≡ ~r (t+ ∆t)− ~r (t).

and the time-derivative of ~r as

~̇r ≡ d~r

dt
≡ lim

∆t→0

∆~r

∆t
.

26

It follows that

d(~r + ~s )

dt
= ~̇r + ~̇s

and
d(f~r )

dt
= ḟ ~r + f ~̇r .

27

If we write

~r =
3∑

i=1

riêi

it follows that

~̇r =
3∑

i=1

ṙiêi = ẋx̂ + ẏŷ + żẑ

since the êi (i.e., x̂, ŷ, ẑ) are fixed unit vectors.
28

The vector ~̇r is the velocity, ~v . Since

~v =
3∑

i=1

viêi,

we have vi = ṙi, or

vx = ẋ, vy = ẏ, vz = ż.

29

§1.6 Time

In classical mechanics we take “time” as a fixed,

external, universal parameter on which all observers

agree.

(That’s not, as we now know through the theory

of relativity, true – but it is true to a very good

approximation at speeds much smaller than the

speed of light, c.)
30
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§1.7 Force and Mass

We take force, intuitively, as something that pushes

or pulls on an object.

Mass is a measure of the inertia of an object, the

resistance it presents to a force acting on it.

We’ll discuss this in greater detail below

31

§1.8 Newton’s Laws of Motion

Newton’s Laws hold in a class of reference frames

called inertial . Inertial frames move with

uniform velocity relative to each other.

Once you have one, you can find them all.

(But there’s no clear way to find the first.)

32

§1.8.1 Law 1: In the absence of forces, a point

particle moves with constant velocity ~v .

In other words, every object continues in its state

of rest, or of uniform velocity in a straight line, as

long as no net force acts on it.

We’ll abbreviate Newton’s First Law as “NFL.”

33

(9) Your car crashes into a lamppost. You’re not

wearing a seatbelt and you smash through the

windshield. Who do you blame?

34

(10) Your car crashed into the lamppost because

you decided it would be fun to press on the gas

and accelerate toward it. You had a beverage cup

on the dashboard containing a clear liquid. Let’s

call it “water”. What does the cup do as you hit

the gas.

It gets off the dashboard and comes toward you.

35

(11) So, an object initially at rest suddenly starts

moving toward you. NFL says objects cannot move

unless a force acts on it. But there’s no backward

force on the cup. What gives?

The frame is not inertial; accelerating frames

are not allowed.

36
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§1.8.2 Law 2: For a point particle of mass m, the

net force, ~F , acting on it equals its mass times its

acceleration, ~a .

In equation form, if ~F =
∑ ~F i is the total force

on an object of mass m, then

where acceleration is the rate of change (with re-

spect to time) of velocity: ~a = ~̇v = ~̈r .37

This is a vector equation and can be bro-

ken into components. In 3d:

The mass in NSL is a measure of its inertia – its

tendency to resist forces.
38

(12) You push a piece of chalk with your finger,

then push your car with the same force. Which

moves more in response? The chalk.

(13) Why? Because it has less mass, and so less

inertia.

In ~F = m~a

if the force is fixed, the smaller the mass the greater

the response to the force (acceleration).39

NSL says something very important conceptually:

forces produce accelerations, not velocities.

An object needs no forces to keep it moving with

uniform (steady) velocity, but it does need a force

to make it accelerate.

40

SI units for force:

Distance in meters (m), mass in kilograms (kg),

time in seconds (s).

Force in Newtons (N).

One Newton is the force required to produce an

acceleration of 1 m/s2 in a mass of 1 kg.

41

We can rewrite NSL using momentum, ~p = .

We assume that m is fixed in classical mechanics,

so ~̇p = m~̇v = m~a . Thus NSL becomes

~F = ~̇p .

Interestingly, this form of NSL is still valid in the

theory of relativity (where m is not constant).

42
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NSL is an example of a differential equation, an

equation involving derivatives. For example, sup-

pose we have a constant force, F0, in 1-d (so vec-

tor notation is unnecessary). Then NSL can be

written as

ẍ(t) = (F0/m).

43

Integrating once, we get

ẋ(t) =

∫
ẍ(t)dt =

∫
F0

m
dt = v0 +

F0

m
t,

where on the left we use∫
ẍ(t)dt =

∫
dẋ(t)

dt
dt = ẋ(t).

44

In other words, v(t) = ẋ(t) = v0 + F0

m t, allowing

us to interpret the integration constant, v0, as the

initial velocity.

Integrating again, we get

x(t) = x0 + v0t+
F0

m

t2

2
,

where the second integration constant, x0, is in-

terpreted as the initial position.45

§1.8.3 Law 3: If one object exerts a force on a

second object, the second object exerts an equal

force in the opposite direction on the first.

That is, if object 1 exerts a force ~F 21 on object 2,

then object 2 exerts a “reaction force” on object 1,

~F 12 given by

~F 12 = −~F 21.
46

(14) Who’s this?

(15) OK, you decide to collide with him∗ . . .

47

(16) Will you feel a force acting on you at the

moment of collision? Yes.

(17) Will the Hulk feel a force acting on him at

the moment of collision? Yes.

(18) Will the force on you be the same as that on

the Hulk, bigger, or less? The same.

(19) If both of you recoil from the collision, who

will recoil more? You.
48
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(20) Explain why in the Hulk-you collision, (a) you

both feel the same forces, but (b) you recoil more.

a] NTL.

b] You have less mass, so greater acceleration

in response to the same force.

49

(21) What makes a rocket move? NTL.

Gases expelled back with force from rocket exert

an equal and opposite forward force on rocket.

(22) What makes a jet plane move? NTL.

Gases expelled back with force from plane exert an

equal and opposite forward force on plane.

50

(23) What makes a propeller plane move? NTL.

Air expelled back with force from propeller exerts

an equal and opposite forward force on plane.

(24) What makes a car move? NTL.

Engine turns wheel; they exert backward force on

ground; it exerts forward force on car (friction).

51

(25) What allows you to walk? NTL.

You exert a backward force on the ground which

exerts a forward force you (friction).

52
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